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ashen Of or resembling ashes.
Eleanor s ashen face.

brown
Of bread light brown in colour and typically made with unbleached or
unrefined wholemeal flour.
His face was brown from the sun.

brownish Having a brown tinge; slightly brown.
A brownish coloured cat.

cavity A natural hollow or sinus within the body.
The abdominal cavity.

char A charred substance.
Without a drenching rain the forest fire will char everything.

coal Provide with a supply of coal.
Ships had to be coaled and supplied.

colliery A coal mine and the buildings and equipment associated with it.

dig Remove harvest or recover by digging.
Apart from digging a site recording evidence is important.

excavation The site of an archeological exploration.
There s an interesting excavation going on near Princeton.

gold Coins or other articles made of gold.
She claimed she was robbed of a gold.

gray
English radiobiologist in whose honor the gray the SI unit of energy for the
absorbed dose of radiation was named 1905 1965.
Gray flannel suit.

green Green color or pigment resembling the color of growing grass.
Tips on how to green your home.

grey Of a person having grey hair.
The workforce is greying rapidly.
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impregnate Fertilize (an ovum).
An atmosphere impregnated with tension.

magenta
A primary subtractive color for light a dark purple red color the dye for
magenta was discovered in 1859 the year of the battle of Magenta.
Bright pink double flowers each lined in dark magenta.

marbled (of meat) having the lean part streaked with thin layers of fat.
Attractively marbled cloth or paper.

maroon A person who is stranded (as on an island.
Cold pinks purples and maroons.

mine Lay mines.
Mine ores and metals.

mineshaft
A deep narrow vertical hole, or sometimes a horizontal tunnel, that gives
access to a mine.
One member of this party almost vanished down a hidden disused
mineshaft.

mining The process or industry of obtaining coal or other minerals from a mine.
Coal mining.

perdition Complete and utter ruin.
She used her last banknote to buy herself a square meal before perdition.

permeate Spread throughout (something); pervade.
His personality has begun to permeate through the whole organization.

pierce Make a hole into.
The needle pierced her flesh.

pigmentation Coloration of living tissues by pigment.

pit An orchestra pit.
The pit lane.

porous
(of a rock or other material) having minute spaces or holes through which
liquid or air may pass.
He ran through a porous home defence to score easily.

quarry Extract stone or other materials from a quarry.
A British term for quarry is stone pit.

seep Pass gradually or leak through or as if through small openings.
Water began to seep through the soles of his boots.

soot
Cover or clog something with soot.
You have previously sooted the underside of their plate by holding it over a
candle.
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yellow Affected by jaundice which causes yellowing of skin etc.
He put Camp Visoko on yellow alert.
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